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Abstract 
When teaching our students (undergraduates, STEM - electrical engineering), one of the fields that 
cannot be “skipped” in last decade or even longer is computer networking. Convergence of different 
network technologies and protocols to common global TCP/IP-based networks is something that urges 
future engineers to embrace at least basic knowledge of the functional principles of those networks. 

When it comes to computer networking, one should try to understand the principles in order to be able 
to make decisions and apply the right approach when working on any network-related project. It is 
expected that an engineer or a technician educated in STEM area has some deeper knowledge of it. 
Why? Because, like the Internet, most of all computer networks are based on the same protocols, the 
TCP/IP suite. This article is about showing an approach that, hopefully, simplifies teaching and 
increases level of understanding of how the network protocols work. In addition to standard lectures, 
we introduce computer lab examples based on open-source and free emulation tool called IMUNES. 
Standard methods of real-life network analysis and tests in computer labs – using computers with 
standard operating systems, connected to a local area network, usually Ethernet based - are also a 
valid approach, but when learning and especially trying to understand the functional principles, such 
standard methods may include too much overhead and bring students out of focus. It is mostly 
because modern operating systems continuously send some control data to the network, but also 
because students should collaborate or centralise their work in lab exercises. We believe that the 
approach introduced in this article allows students to overcome these limitations and get a better 
understanding faster. Of course, after validating and verifying their lecture-based knowledge in that 
kind of labs, they can easily check it in standard environments too. 

The objective of this paper is to show that students can get an in-depth understanding of how basic 
tools like ping and traceroute and related protocols work, using a simple and user-oriented emulation 
tool and standard network analyzer such as Wireshark. Due to the nature and architecture of 
proposed emulator tool, it will be shown that both the procedure and results are comparable to real-
world (non-emulated) network environments, as expected. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Most of the current computer networks use the same protocol stack, TCP/IP. Of course, there are 
some differences on lowest, physical layers, since networks use different transmission technologies – 
different implementations of Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) are common in wired local networks, while wireless 
local networks use different implementations of WiFi (IEEE 802.11). Mobile networks use other 
technologies for data transmission (HSDPA, LTE and similar). Access networks used to connect to 
Internet providers can use different xDSL variants, FTTx fiber optics or other available technologies. 
But, on higher layers networks converge to TCP/IP, making it very important for students to embrace 
at least basic knowledge of the functional principles of the most important protocols. This paper 
intends to propose an approach we use for our students, teaching the basic principles using proven 
emulation tool.  

In order to properly cover related subjects, the paper will start with a short introduction to TCP/IP 
protocol stack, with emphasis on protocols used by tools like ping and traceroute. Testbed 
environment used will be described, including the emulation tool, IMUNES (Integrated Multiprotocol 
Network Emulator/ Simulator) our students use in their lab exercises, freely available at [1]. Related to 
the objective of this paper, it shall be clear that IMUNES can be used not just for such simple lab 
examples, but for much more complex cases, while offering some benefits and making analysis 
easier, especially for low-experience students.  
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Two main exercises related to a very important, but most often hidden from end-users, protocol - 
ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) will be covered in depth, together with theoretical 
introduction and explanations - one exercise will show an example of basic usage of the well-known 
ping command (using Echo Request and Echo Reply ICMP messages), while the other exercise will 
show how to explain the principles used by another often-used command, traceroute. Both IPv4 and 
IPv6 networking-layer protocols are covered in exercises and supported by the emulation tool, but only 
IPv4 facts will be given in this paper. The goal of this article is to show that students can get an in-
depth understanding of how basic tools like ping and traceroute and related protocols work, using a 
simple and user-oriented emulation tool and standard network analysis tools such as Wireshark. Due 
to the nature and architecture of introduced emulator, IMUNES, it will be shown that results are 
comparable to real-world (non-emulated) network environments, as expected. 

2 TCP/IP NETWORK STACK 
Computer networks, as we know them today, started the convergence somewhere in 1990’s – today, 
most of the networks publicly and privately used are based on the same group of protocols, often 
called Internet protocol suite or TCP/IP, using abbreviations of two most important protocols in that 
suite – TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and IP (Internet Protocol). Today, computer networks 
differ only in technology used to transmit data – as already said in the introduction. In order to 
efficiently document, analyze and standardize the networks, so-called layered network reference 
models were proposed – from the theoretical OSI (Open System Interconnection) reference model [2] 
to a more practical model which applies to TCP/IP stack-based networks – it is most often called 
simply the TCP/IP reference model ([3], [4]) – this paper uses the main IETF (Internet Engineering 
Task Force) TCP/IP model definition from RFC 1122 (Request for Comment, documents representing 
official IETF documents, some of those, such as RFC 1122 [3], having status of worldwide accepted 
Internet standards). But, different authors and references may use different names and different layer 
definitions (the TCP/IP reference model from IETF defines four (4) layers, while Tannenbaum [5] and 
Stallings [6] use a kind of hybrid models with five (5) layers, covering lowest layers more detailed than 
the IETF model by keeping the data-link (data access) layer on top of the physical and below the 
Internet network layer.  

 

Figure 1. ISO OSI reference model, IETF TCP/IP reference model and Tannenbaum hybrid model 

Fig. 1 shows a usual visualization of OSI model with seven layers and TCP/IP models with 
corresponding four layers – additionally, hybrid 5-layer model as used in [6] is shown. The TCP/IP 
RFC 1122 model image includes a list of the most used protocols. Note that layers are numbered from 
bottom up – the lowest (physical) layer is numbered as layer 1, data-link as layer 2 etc. Of course, 
using numbered notation requires information about the model used (the hybrid model with five layers 
may help when checking active network equipment which is mostly catalogued based on the OSI 
model – layer 2 or layer 3 functionalities are often stated in the equipment specifications, which can 
lead to confusion when lacking knowledge about OSI or hybrid layered model). 

As previously said, the OSI reference model can be seen as a theoretical one, while the TCP/IP model 
is a more practical, real-world model describing layers and real, everyday-used protocols. As it is often 
the case in reality, some practical protocol implementations just could not apply completely to the 
theory – on Fig. 1 that is shown for the case of three protocols which do not comply and cannot be 
directly put in predefined layers – instead, based on their functionalities and the way how they are 
used and transferred, they stay somewhere “in-the-middle”. ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) as a 
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very important system protocol required for local networks to work properly can be put (at least for its 
functionalities related to local networks) somewhere between the physical and the internet layer (uses 
physical layer to be transferred, needs to communicate to both the physical and the internet layer in 
order to check for physical and logical addresses). Similar, ICMP uses IP (Internet Protocol) as the 
main protocol of the internet layer for communication, and is therefore visualized as being “above” 
even though its functionalities are completely related to the internet layer. 

Basically, the layered approach used in the models allows simpler protocol analysis and protocol 
interactions. The theory of layered models allows two types of communications - among layers in the 
same system (computer or any other active network device) only vertical communication between two 
neighboring layers is allowed (each layer and corresponding protocols defined on that layer may 
communicate with layers above and below), while the communication between two systems is allowed 
only among two layers of the same level (opposite to the vertical communication in the system, this is 
called horizontal communication). Each system is allowed to communicate with the network using only 
the lowest layer (called the physical layer in OSI model or the link layer in TCP/IP model, 
implementing protocols and standards used for data transmission and adaptation of data prior using 
physical transmission). In order to communicate with the network, a system has to be to connected to 
a physical transmission medium (wired medium such as twisted pair cable or optical fiber, or wireless 
as a “air”, “ether” or whatever word suits the needs).  

All the equipment used in the computer networks (user equipment such as personal computers, 
cellular phones, tablets, TVs, wearables, or network equipment such as routers or gateways) must 
have implemented network features – usually, it is implemented as a networking subsystem of an 
operating system. All operating systems used today support the TCP/IP as the most used network 
stack and implement all the protocols included in that suite. Since the details are out-of-the-scope of 
this paper, let us just mention the wider idea – equipment used to connect to a certain transmission 
technology (LAN cards or wireless network modules in user equipment devices or specialized tributary 
units in active network equipment) must interconnect with software and network subsystems – it is 
usually done using device drivers. Therefore, we could say that lower layers of the network subsystem 
stay closer to hardware and device drivers (physical or link layer) while upper layers are mostly 
software based.  

It is not the intention of this paper to become a reference document for TCP/IP – the main goal is to 
give an example of using an emulator tool in network analysis. That is why protocols used in TCP/IP 
suite shall not be described at all, except ICMP protocol which is important for examples used in this 
paper – it is the protocol responsible for both ping and traceroute tools to work as they do. Prior to the 
section describing ICMP basics, we shall introduce an important keyword and corresponding 
mechanism used in layer based (vertical) communication – encapsulation. It is a mechanism related to 
the vertical communication between neighboring layers, where each layer sends its payload (certain 
form of data, often named data packet) to a lower layer – each layer adds certain form of its, so called, 
control information in a packet header or footer. Example of classical Internet, HTTP based, 
communication and encapsulation in the networking subsystem is depicted in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2. HTTP encapsulation  

To be more official and precise – for a certain layer, there are network protocols considered to be 
“working on that layer” (based on their functionalities and how they comply to some model 
presumptions for that layer). Protocols are nothing more than a standardized set of rules describing 
communication details, including used data structures. In communication theory it is often said that the 
protocol defined at a certain layer offers a service for the protocols defined in the layer above. The 
same, the protocol of a certain layer uses the protocol of a lower layer as a service. That is why a data 

HTTP header + application dataHTTP 4-PDU ≡ HTTP Message

HTTP PDUTCP 3-PDU ≡ TCP Segment/Packet TCPH

TCP PDUIPHIP 2-PDU ≡ IP Datagram/Packet

IP PDUPHY 1-PDU ≡ Ethernet Frame ETH.H ETH.F

4-SDU = app. data stream
4-PDU = HTTP Message

3-SDU = 4-PDU (HTTP PDU)
3-PDU = 3-PCI + 4-PDU
3-PCI = TCP header (min. 20B)

2-SDU = 3-PDU (TCP PDU)
2-PDU = 2-PCI + 3-PDU
2-PCI = IP header (min. 20B)

1-SDU = 2-PDU (IP PDU)
1-PDU = 1-PCI + 2-PDU

Depending on PHY technology 1-PCI may vary. Example: Ethernet IEEE 802.3 or DIX
1-PCI = Ethernet Header (min. 14B + 8B Preamble and SFD) + Ethernet Footer (FCS, 4B)
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packet formed at a certain layer is often referenced as PDU (Protocol Data Unit). When sent down to a 
lower layer it becomes (even though it is the same set and structure of data) SDU (Service Data Unit) 
– the protocol in that layer includes additional control information (PCI – Protocol Control Information) 
to SDU and forms new PDU. That is noted on the right of Fig. 2 – for example, HTTP message is 
marked as 4-PDU – PDU of the application layer, 4th layer in the TCP/IP model - since HTTP is at the 
highest TCP/IP model layer, it receives data-stream of information from a certain software application, 
for example the Web browser – usually, that is a kind of user request - the address or URL (Unified 
Resource Locator), which is structured and formatted to so-called HTTP Message. When sent to the 
network (down to the transmission system, through all lower layers) it becomes 3-SDU. After that it is 
used to form 3-PDU - PCI of layer 3 is add to 4-PDU etc. The procedure of including data from the 
upper layer and sending it down is called encapsulation. When the system receives a message 
(stream of data) from the network, the lowest layer starts the processing and initiates the process in 
opposite direction – headers and footers (PCI) are read and interpreted while the data is sent to the 
upper layer. Note that only horizontal communication between two open systems is possible – if layer 
3 of one system sends the data to the second system through the network, layer 3 of the second 
system receives it.  

Clearly, as depicted in Fig. 2, HTTP encapsulates to TCP, TCP to IP and finally to some physical layer 
technology such as IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) or IEEE 802.11 (WiFi), or any other transmission 
technology that a certain system uses to communicate with the network. Length of PCI (usually, 
protocol packet headers) is defined in bytes - octets, and is completely defined and standardized in 
protocol definitions! Specifically, most TCP/IP suite protocols defined at application layer tend to use 
plain text PCI – on the other hand, lower layer protocols use binary structure with predefined PCI 
fields.  

2.1 ICMP protocol 
ICMP is a very important protocol defined at the internet (network) layer. Same as most of the 
protocols in the TCP/IP suite, it was standardized by IETF, in RFC 792 [7]. This relates to ICMPv4, 
while ICMPv6 (the same by functionalities, but used in IPv6 based networks) is defined in RFC 4443 
[8]. This paper covers only ICMPv4 and corresponding IP (IPv4) protocol at the network layer. As its 
name suggests, ICMP is used for system control and messaging – network devices use it to exchange 
control messages - informational or error messages. Regular network users shall not be familiar with 
it, nor use it directly or have any issues with it. However, more experienced users and network 
administrators often use it to perform simple tests in the network. Many more complex solutions exist, 
but ICMP is part of the Internet standard and therefore students may find it useful when analysing 
concepts and basics of the networking. 

ICMP is using IP for communication – ICMP packets are encapsulated in IP, building IP packet with IP 
header and ICMP packet as a payload, quite similar to TCP encapsulation in IP shown in Fig. 2. ICMP 
itself has a simple message structure – ICMPv4 packet header is 8 bytes long. Control information 
included in the header relates to the type of message sent – interestingly, but quite reasonable due to 
its encapsulation to IP and obvious interoperation with IP, information about logical (IP – IPv4 or IPv6) 
addresses are not part of ICMP header, but are (of course) defined in the header of IP packet used. IP 
datagram header has a minimum length of 20 bytes. Fig. 3 details the structure of ICMP and IP 
headers, showing all the obligatory control information fields. Few parameters important for this paper 
are additionally marked and will be explained and detailed next. 

In order to better understand the story behind examples in this paper, two additional pieces of control 
information (very important, but just shortly described due to space limitations) related to the IP header 
must be mentioned – first, IP address, which is most probably a term many are familiar with, and TTL 
(Time to Live) as a parameter found in each and every IP datagram header, with very special meaning 
that directly influences the ability of the network to deliver a certain IP datagram to the destination. IP 
address is a numeric value, representing a unique logical address of a network device – in IPv4 it uses 
32-bit and it is represented as four point-delimited decimal numbers (for example, 192.168.1.2 as an 
often-used private IP address in smaller local area networks). In IPv6 it uses 128-bits and it is little 
more complex to write down – it uses 32 hexadecimal digits, grouped in 8 blocks of four digits, with 
blocks being delimited using colon or minus-sign. When using the Internet as a global network, it is 
expected that every network device has its own, globally unique identifier – IP address. But, 32-bit 
notation has its limitations and today many of us do not get real globally unique addresses – instead, 
our network providers use the NAT (Network Address Translation) protocol that allows (by making 
changes to all IP datagrams we send or get from the network, at the edge of our access network) us to 
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use providers internal private IP addresses to access the Internet. Thanks to NAT, IPv4 is still 
dominating the Internet, but IPv6 increases its adoption [9], allowing real global unique addresses 
since its addressing space of 128-bits makes it possible. Each IP datagram header includes two IP 
addresses – source and destination IP address, as shown in Fig. 3. 

ICMP header 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

ICMP Type ICMP Code/Subtype Checksum 

Additional header data – Type/Code based 

ICMP custom length data – defined by protocol 

 
                                

IPv4 datagram header 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

Version Header 
Length Type of Service Total Length 

Identification Flags Fragment Offset 

Time to Live (TTL) Protocol (ICMP=1) Header Checksum 

Source IP address 

Destination IP address 

Datagram data (e.g. ICMP packet, TCP segment…) 

Figure 3. ICMP and IPv4 header structure 

TTL is a parameter (8-bit number) included in every IP datagram header. It is defined in IPv4, while 
the parameter of the same meaning and size in IPv6 is called “Hop-limit”. As its name suggests, it is 
related to the “time” a packet can live in the network – by definition, each network layer active node 
(router) has to decrease the value of this parameter – it is falls to 0, the packet must be left unsent and 
the sender has to be informed by the router that TTL exceeded – that is done by using already 
mentioned ICMP protocol. This special behaviour is cleverly used by the traceroute tool to list all the 
routers from the origin network node to the destination node!  

2.2 Network tools – ping and traceroute 
The working network is a dynamic system with constant changes and continuous data communication 
flow. All the communication in the network is based on the rules defined in protocols. As end users, we 
can experience different problems and issues while using the network, manifested as slowages or 
disruption of all or just certain services. By using the tools included in the TCP/IP suite, such as ping 
and traceroute, one could get some information about the state of the local network. That is one of the 
basic networking tasks we teach our students. As already said, both ping and traceroute relate to 
ICMP – as a matter of fact, both work exclusively thanks to ICMP. In the emulated or lab environment 
there are no default limitations of ICMPs use – also, RFC 1122 as Internet standard [3] requests that 
every host must implement an ICMP Echo function and respond to EchoRequest ICMP messages. 
However, in some real-world networks, certain functionalities related to ICMP may be limited or 
excluded, due to security propositions – for example, public servers may disable ICMP EchoRequest 
and EchoReply messaging support. 

2.2.1 Ping 
Ping is a basic networking tool, developed back in 1980’s by M. Muus [10]. It is available for all the 
computer platforms, with minor differences in the implementation. Simply put, ping is a tool that uses 
ICMP definition of special type messages – EchoRequest (in ICMP defined as a packet with Type field 
in the header, as shown in Fig. 3, set to 8) and EchoReply (Type field set to 0). The idea is simple and 
completely based on the ICMP protocol rules – if EchoRequest is sent to some destination IP address, 
the receiving device has to respond with EchoReply message! 

Since we already said that ICMP is encapsulated in IP, let’s just see what actually happens!? The 
source device (device we are using to send the request) is connected to some TCP/IP network – 
meaning, it has a valid IP address and can communicate with others. If the source wants to check 
whether some address or device exists and works, it simply sends a ICMP EchoRequest to that 
address. That is exactly what ping does! Technically, it creates an ICMP packet (with Type field set to 
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8), puts it (encapsulation) in an IP packet and defines control information in IP header – source and 
destination addresses are known – source is the address of device where ping started, while 
destination is the address that was manually entered as a parameter! When the device (if exists and 
active) being checked receives that ICMP EchoRequest packet, it responds – it creates ICMP packet 
with Type set to 0 (EchoResponse), uses source address of EchoRequest packet as a destination 
address of EchoResponse and sends generated IP packet back to a device using ping! 

Ping is nothing else than a piece of software integrated in the network subsystem. In order to give 
some useful information, it can repeat the procedure and it can measure the time required to send a 
request and receive aa valid response… Since it is a clear example of using a network protocol, but 
also simple to understand, ping is a great choice for lab introduction to networking. 

2.2.2 Traceroute 
Traceroute is another networking tool that uses ICMP to get the results, but it is more complex than 
ping – it is used to get a list of routers a packet shall go through, on the path from the device it uses to 
some destination device. The idea that is used for implementing traceroute requires a little more 
theoretical background, so prior to checking it in the lab, students should be additionally informed or 
pointed to other references, since this paper cannot provide complete in-depth coverage.  

Traceroute deliberately uses low values for the TTL parameter in IP packet headers that it sends to 
certain destination. By that it provokes certain devices (routers) on the path to the destination to report 
errors in communication using ICMP messages – as stated before, each router will decrease TTL 
value in the header and, in case TTL falls to zero stop forwarding the packet to next router and inform 
the source device about the problem, using Time Exceeded ICMP message. The error message is 
simple ICMP packet with Type field set to 11, encapsulated to IP datagram with destination IP address 
equal to address of the device using traceroute and with the source IP address set to its own address 
– by that device where traceroute was started gets the address (simply by reading the source address 
of the delivered ICMP error message) of the router.   

The catch with smart usage of TTL is as follows – for the first IP datagram sent to destination TTL is 
set to 1. When that datagram arrives at the first router (if any) in the network, router will try to decrease 
TTL prior to forwarding the packet – but, TTL will fall from 1 to 0, and router will, by definition, use 
ICMP to report Time Exceeded error – traceroute device (PC where we started traceroute tool) will get 
the ICMP error message, read the source IP address from IP header and print it on screen as the 
address of the first router on the path to the destination. 

Next, traceroute will send a new IP datagram – this time, TTL will increase and be set to 2. Travelling 
through the network, when the packet arrives at the first router, TTL (in IP header of the packet) will 
decrease to 1 – since it will be higher than 0, the packet will be forwarded to next router. Arriving at the 
next router, decreasing TTL will make it fall to 0 and the scenario of returning an erroneous ICMP 
message is repeated – but, this time, the source IP address of Time Exceeded error message will 
equal to the address of the second router.  

The same procedure will continue (traceroute sending more IP packets, each new with TTL 
increased), until the package arrives to the destination (depending on implementation, that is also 
being detected using another ICMP error message – Destination Unreachable with field Type set to 3 
– with Code/Subtype usually also set to 3, reporting Port Unreachable). The results shall create a list 
of routers (or, precisely, router interfaces – each interface on the router has its own IP address) on the 
path to destination. 

It shall be noted that there is no guarantee (due to the IP network nature, using packets instead of 
channels) that the same path (list of routers) is always used among the same source and destination 
nodes! In theory, each packet can use its own path, based on network dynamics. 

3 TESTBED ENVIRONMENT 
Both tools described previously are a standard part of software tools on all desktop operating systems. 
But, they are also available on other platforms. Small implementation differences exist (e.g. initial 
number of repetitions, default package length, default TTL etc.), but are not crucial for this paper. The 
simplest way to use the tools is to call/execute the programs using standard console or terminal 
environment. The only required parameter for both tools is the destination IP address (or symbolic 
name of the destination resource). 
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The principle we use in our initial lab exercises is quite simple – the tool used to analyze the network 
traffic, Wireshark, is the world’s foremost and widely-used network protocol analyzer [11], while the 
test network traffic is generated using standard TCP/IP tools, such as ping and traceroute. Even 
though most of the exercises can be performed on lab network (simple LAN of lab PCs, with WAN 
access over the university network), as a “cleaner” approach we started using IMUNES [1] tool to 
emulate virtual networks. By performing network analysis in such controlled environment students can 
get the basics much easier and without a burden of the real LAN with PCs using todays operating 
systems full of background processes and services constantly sending and receiving network streams. 
After learning the lessons on controlled environment, students are able to use that experience in real-
world networks.  

3.1 IMUNES 
IMUNES is an open-source and free TCP/IP network emulator/simulator developed in the Department 
of telecommunications of Faculty of electrical engineering - University of Zagreb, Croatia. It is full of 
advanced features, some of them being unique – it offers, as stated by the authors, a realistic network 
topology emulation / simulation framework based on the FreeBSD and Linux operating system kernel 
partitioned into multiple lightweight virtual nodes, which can be interconnected via kernel-level links to 
form arbitrarily complex network topologies [1]. The user manual providing all the required details 
about usage of the tool is available at [12]. 

We use IMUNES because it provides a clean and controlled environment, with proven realistic 
framework, additionally being attractive for educational purposes due to its simple visual user interface 
and internal usage of all known tools (Wireshark included as the default network analyzer, complete, 
de-facto standard, FreeBSD and Linux kernel implementation of the TCP/IP suite and corresponding 
tools etc.). Also, its installation on lab PCs via virtual images simplifies the usage and additionally 
allows students to work at home on their own computers. 

Fig. 4 shows the user interface of IMUNES executed in a virtual FreeBSD environment on Windows 
10 host PC. The network depicted is used for ping tool exercise (section 4.1). 

 
Figure 4. IMUNES user interface - FreeBSD virtual machine environment 

The great thing with IMUNES is that it allows simple activation of Wireshark on each network node 
during the experiment. Also, it allows showing the console for each network node (each node is 
actually a real virtual node with its own kernel) and executing all standard tools like ping, traceroute, 
netcat etc. It is all well integrated in the user interface, including many additional features and tools. 

3.2 Real-world networks 
As already said, with experience they get in virtual, IMUNES based, environment, students can simply 
start the same tests, using the same tools (ping, traceroute, Wireshark), on real-world networks. It is 
expected that they will get along with issues that may appear in a real network, primarily because in 
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the controlled environment they were not distracted with network traffic of “unknown” source, allowing 
them to understand and analyse protocols in an as clean as possible environment. 

3.3 Hybrid network 
One of the interesting features of IMUNES is that it allows virtual network and network nodes to 
connect to real-network interfaces. Considering that, it is not a problem to build a hybrid network, 
consisting of a virtual network with network nodes working on different layers, and a real-world 
network. It is described in [12] and, accordingly, should be implemented and configured quite easily.  

4 NETWORK TOOLS AND LAB EXERCISES 

4.1 Ping 
Ping tool is always the default tool used in our exercises. It is a simple implementation of the ICMP 
Echo messages (section 2.2.1), but it is often the first contact with networking for our students. When 
using IMUNES and the clean experiment starts, all network nodes are reset (quite important, since 
that is something happening in the real network only when e.g. all the nodes loose power), there is no 
network traffic (also important – almost impossible in the local network with fully active current 
operating systems) and any network operation may influence execution of some system network 
tasks. Perfect example of that is the “unexpected” appearance of ARP packets in the network analyzer 
when doing a simple ping test. The reason is clear for someone with experience, but may confuse the 
students (this paper didn’t explain it nor gave any related information, yet) – since all the devices are 
reset, computers in the network have no information of physical MAC (Medium Access Control) 
addresses of others in the local network – but, the physical layer needs to form a frame consisting of a 
physical destination address, which is unknown at that moment. Therefore, the computer (networking 
subsystem of the operating system) generates an ARP Request and waits for information about the 
destination MAC address (ARP Response from the destination). 

After starting the experiment in IMUNES, one should start the console on a certain PC (for example, 
PC1 with IPv4 address 10.0.0.20/24 on Fig. 4) and send the ping to another PC (for example, PC7 
with address 10.0.0.26/24). That is done by simply executing command ping 10.0.0.26 in console 
window. A good practice would be starting Wireshark analyser on destination PC prior to executing 
ping. The textual results of ping execution may look like those on Fig. 5 – the ping command sends a 
certain number of EchoRequest ICMP messages, receives the reply messages and shows some 
statistics. By default, ping on FreeBSD sends the messages continuously until we stop it with CTRL+C 
– alternatively, -c parameter can be used to define the number of repetitive packages. Fig. 6 shows 
“the same”, but on the destination PC, captured and visualized by the network analyser. 

 
Figure 5. IMUNES – ping exercise – console results on source 
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Figure 6. IMUNES – ping exercise – traffic analysis on destination (ARP, ICMP) 

The results obtained in IMUNES fully comply with expectations and correspond with the results we 
would obtain in a real-network. Of course, it is expected that measured time for ICMP responses will 
be higher (below 0.5ms in this example, shown on Fig. 5) in real-networks – depending on physical 
layer technology and other parameters. 

Another important use-case for ping in our labs is when analysing IP fragmentation in networks – by 
using ping and its -l or -s parameter, the length of the IP datagram can be set. In combination with 
defining MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) parameters of subnetworks, IP fragmentation can be 
provoked… 

4.2 Traceroute  
The tool traceroute, as said, is used for finding the path (list of the routers) the IP package will follow to 
the destination, as described in section 2.2.2. The first thing that has to be concluded is that a test 
network for traceroute should include at least one or more routers – without it, if the destination exists, 
it will detect that the destination is in the local network, directly available without any router. The 
example network uses four routers and three switches (Fig. 7). The procedure to start a traceroute is 
the same as for ping – on the source PC, the console has to be opened and traceroute command 
executed with, for example (finding a path to PC7 in network on Fig. 7) traceroute 10.0.3.21. For 
basic exercise it is suggested that the network analyzer is started on the source PC too (in order to 
see all generated IP datagrams and check if the TTL is really increasing from 1 up, as expected). In 
order to check that datagrams on routers are “blocked” and not sent to next router in case TTL falls to 
0, students can activate Wireshark on ports of the router (each port of the router has its own IP 
address). 

 
Figure 7. IMUNES – traceroute exercise – example network 
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Figure 8. IMUNES – traceroute exercise – console with resulting traceroute list 

Results of the traceroute tool are as expected – a list of routers is printed (note that incoming router 
port addresses are returned – these are the addresses of the receiving interfaces), with some basic 
response statistics. The same (only with larger response time) can be expected in real networks – for 
example, anyone connected to the Internet could try to execute traceroute to Google public name 
servers being available at 8.8.4.4 or 8.8.8.8. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposes and suggests the usage of a proven and freely available IP network emulation 
and simulation tool, IMUNES, for education purposes. After a short introduction to the basics of 
TCP/IP networks and describing the proposed tool, two simple examples of lab exercises are given, 
covering two well-known network tools – ping and traceroute. Exercises performed on the virtual 
networks implemented using IMUNES show that the tool returns realistic and expected results. Our 
experience in teaching students TCP/IP networking fundamentals using IMUNES as well as student 
feedback are both positive. Therefore, we encourage the reader to check the suggested tool – of 
course, the paper could not include all the prerequisites students should be familiar with, but basics 
were covered. 
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